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Thread starter Kevinbrian Start date Jan 9, Kevinbrian New Member Jan 9, Is anybody else
having issues with crack in windshield. James Member Jan 9, Messages 88 Likes The search
function is you friend. I just purchased one, and read multiple reports on the NHTSA website of
reported cracked windshields. It's clearly a problem with this model. James Member Feb 27,
James said:. Why not "read multiple reports" before you purchase? If its clearly a problem why
did you buy it? NWTelluride Member Mar 5, I just purchased in January and in February I
received a Customer Satisfaction Initiative congratulating me on my purchase and alerting me
to the windshield issue. It states that in an effort to ensure customer satisfaction, Kia will
replace my Tellurides windshield as a goodwill gesture should it chip and crack thereby
preventing repair of the chip while they continue to investigate the issue. Very impressed. Kia is
covering this issue. CS Windshield Replacement Notice. I had mine replaced last week , it
developed a tiny hairline fracture as the result of a small stone chip. I had received a letter
stating this could be an issue back in November Last week it became visible as the water was
running down and abruptly ran off in either direction sideways. Barely visible. The dealer
informed Kia Canada and provided a few pictures , they quickly responded with a full warranty
coverage statement. My dealer had me back 2 days later, and replaced it with a new Kia factory
windshield. Very happy with the service. Bonus, having fresh glass after 1 year of road abuse.
FYI , the glass specialist they brought in said it was " fracturing as he removed it near the
corners, something he had never seen before " It was an obvious defect. Also for anyone
interested my Telly was off the line , as per VIN. Maxfli New Member Aug 11, Love my T-Ride,
but just had my 2nd windshield broken by a small object on the highway. I reported the issue to
Kia Customer Service, but was advised that cracked windshields was not a covered expense.
The windshield was replaced by Safelite using a windshield with the KIA logo. The second crack
occurred yesterday I took the vehicle in to a Kia dealer, and a claim has been submitted. It is my
understanding that the glass will be replaced by KIA at no cost to me. The service advisor also
advised me that it would not be covered if it happens again. I have not located any articles that
advise that this issue has been solved. I hope that the KIA service advisors understanding is
not correct. I sure hope they get this figured out and eliminate this issue. Sandra New Member
Aug 12, Aug 12, Messages Likes According to others, you don't need the letter, just go in and
they should replace it free. You can go to any Kia dealer to have this done. I worked at a Kia
Dealer until recently. You do not need the letter. We were replacing Telluride windshields thru
Kia Warranty for owners with or without the letter that was mailed to the early buyers. Messages
2 Likes 0 Location Texas. My windshield got hit by a rock on the way into work. Took it to the
dealership and it will be replaced for free. I was told several times to make sure and bring the
letter with me when I get the work done. Messages 1 Likes 0 Location Has KIA fixed the
windshield issues? If so when did they fix it? Messages 2 Likes 0 Location Kia replaced my
windshield yesterday, it had a small spider crack from a stone chip in it that normal repair
technique did not fix. I had received a letter, but the dealership was not aware of the issue until I
gave them the letter. When they checked into it, they discovered that Kia was indeed standing
behind its vehicles and would replace the windshield free. Had to wait several weeks for a
windshield to become available and be shipped to my dealer. Kia and my dealership have both
been wonderful to deal with. BTW, this is my first Kia and I could not be more pleased with the
whole experience - even after paying sticker price! It started as a tiny chip on HWY 5 and 4
hours later it grew from top to bottom. Kind of scary actually traveling from SoCal to NorCal and
watching it grow every 20min. Jendankris New Member Sep 24, Kevinbrian said:. Pat New
Member Sep 24, Messages 4 Likes 0 Location Ooltewah. KIA notified me regarding a potential
issue with the lamination in the windshield on our Telle and to take it to the dealer for their
evaluation or could take it to safelite or similar pay for it yourself and send KIA the receipt and
they would reimburse you for the replacement. With our Telluride, when facing bright sunlight,
we'd see all kinds of marks and issues in the glass. If it wasn't bright sunlight, it was hard to see
and taking a picture with an iphone didn't show the defects. The Dealer had our car for 3 days
and after the 2nd day agreed to provide us with a loaner vehicle as they kept our Telle over the
weekend. I understand there was time needed to let the adhesive dry properly then it was an
issue calibrating the cameras etc Don't follow semi's or dump trucks if you can avoid it. You
must log in or register to reply here. Similar threads S. Windshield protection Started by
Stewartmarsden Oct 18, Replies: 0. New Member Introduction. Windshield water nozzle is
clogged? Started by Lisroca Nov 5, Replies: 6. Kia Telluride Discussions. Windshield on back
order Not happy Started by 4jenkin4 Aug 19, Replies: 8. Kia Telluride News. Windshield chips

and cracks Started by Theshys Jul 10, Replies: Is there really a problem with the windshields on
the Telluride? Started by jmick21 May 22, Replies: Windshield Started by guyon May 21,
Replies: This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep
you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of
cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Windshield protection. Oct 18, Windshield Scratches. May 24,
KIA issues goodwill repair for windshield issues. Nov 16, Nov 5, Oct 10, Corning Gorilla Glass
Windshield. Sep 25, Not happy. Aug 19, Windshield chips and cracks. Jul 10, May 22, May 21,
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KIA issues goodwill repair for windshield issues. Thread starter PavelP Start date Nov 16, Tags
broken winsheild crack windsheild windsheild windsheild repair. PavelP Member Nov 16,
Messages Likes Great news everyone, Kia just issued a Customer Satisfaction Initiative for the
windshield issue. We packed the Telluride with all the things you need for life's
adventures-powerful performance, exceptional handling, and signature Kia technology-so you
can get everything you want out of it and then some. We're writing to let you know that as part
of our ongoing monitoring of Telluride Performance, we have identified that in some instances,
customers have reported windshield chipping followed by extensive cracking within a short
period of time, thereby preventing repair of the chip. Your vehicle's warranty specifically
excludes coverage for broken, chipped, scratched or damaged window glass due to outside
influence. However, as you are a valued customer, Kia would like to provide you with repair
support should you encounter the issue described above. What Will Kia Do? In an effort to
ensure customer satisfaction, Kia will replace your Telluride's windshield as a goodwill gesture
should it chip and crack thereby preventing repair of the chip while we continue to investigate
this issue. Please note that damage caused to your windshield due to a vehicle collision will not
be covered under this initiative. Kia will provide you with alternate transportation for the
duration of the windshield repair, if necessary. What Should You Do? Should you experience
the above described condition and your windshield needs replacement because it is not
repairable, please contact your local authorized Kia dealer and schedule an appointment. Bring
this letter to the appointement and provide it to the dealer for reference. To find your nearest
dealer, visit Member Nov 16, Messages 49 Likes Glad to Kia stepping up an addressing this
problem. Messages 5 Likes 1 Location Norcal. I wonder if this is a manufacturing or design
issue they are addressing for future Tellurides. If they are agreeing to fix it it must serious.
Member Nov 20, If they are cracking that easily what about structural Integrity for a roll over
accident? Windshield Letter. It's the roof pillars, door frames and roof that determines structural
Integrity - glass is disposable in the context of a roll over Attached for anyone interested is a
clean copy of the windshield letter if you want to download - not included is the request for
reimbursement form that was in the envelope. It's gotta be an issue with the way the glass was
made, which hopefully they figure out and offer the improved replacement to all. Damn Right it
is structural Without the windshield, the car could be completely crushed from the force of
impact. Air Bag Support: Most know that air bags will deploy in an accident to keep passengers
safe. However,most do not know that the windshield is what actually allows for an air bag to
function properly. The strength of a windshield supports the force and speed of a deployed air
bag allowingthe bag to first bounce off it and then towards the passenger. The windshield
absorbs the impact of the airbags preventing injury to those in the vehicle. Rollovers: In rollover
situations, the windshield plays a key role in upholding the structure of the car and preventing
the roof from collapsing. Given that some of the biggest injuries suffered by passengers in
rollover accidents are due to ejections and head injuries, having a strong windshield to prevent
more serious and traumatic injuries. Jeanette New Member De
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c 17, My passenger window cracked today too im wondering if this is due to defective glass.
Has Anyone else had this happen and do you think it will be covered by kia bogiediver said:.
Member Dec 18, Jeanette said:. My passenger window cracked today too i'm wondering if this is
due to defective glass. Has Anyone else had this happen and do you think it will be covered by
kia. You must log in or register to reply here. Similar threads. Canada Kia Telluride Owners
Club. Kia telluride driver mirror Started by Rhall Feb 4, Replies: 0. Kia Telluride Discussions.
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experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are
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Telluride- 4 Issues. Dec 3, Apr 16, Kia Telluride Issues. Apr 4,

